Laboratory Waste Services

Sustainable Laboratory Waste Services
As the UK’s leading laboratory waste specialists, we offer integrated waste
management packages for all your waste, including on-site chemist services, flexible
collections and environmentally sustainable waste treatment, recycling and disposal.
On-site Chemist Service
Offering a nationwide service, we provide on-site fully trained and experienced
chemists for the identification, sampling, classification, packaging/re-packaging and

Chemical Recycling, Tyne & Wear

labelling of your waste to ensure compliance with current transport regulations. We
can assist you with completing an inventory and all other documentation required for
the legal and safe transportation of your laboratory waste.
Nationwide Collections
Tradebe Labwaste operate a substantial fleet of small/medium sized vans and lorries
that can accept a broad range of laboratory waste types. We have established dense
customer routes that routinely collect hazardous, chemical wastes and recyclables

Solvent Fuel Blending, Lancashire

from companies across the country. We provide flexible routine and one-off collections.
Sustainable Waste Transfer, Treatment, Recycling & Disposal
Your laboratory waste will be inspected, sorted and segregated at one of our
nationwide transfer stations, prior to recycling, treatment and/or final disposal. Our
in-house facilities include chemical recycling, fuel blending, aqueous treatment, such
as neutralisation and secure high temperature incineration. Sustainability is at the
heart of Tradebe’s operations, so we provide the most environmentally sound and
economical solution when treating your laboratory waste.
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Laboratory Services Overview

Laboratory Services Overview
Tradebe Labwaste are the UK's leading specialists in the

Decontamination, Decommissioning & Relocations - We

management of laboratory waste. In addition, we provide

offer

a wealth of other laboratory services including:

decommissioning and relocation services that are project

Chemical Packing/Movements - Our experienced and

comprehensive

laboratory

decontamination,

managed to meet your specific requirements and budget.

trained specialist chemists provide sampling, identification,

Disaster Recovery - We provide emergency assistance

packing/re-packing, labelling, inventory completion and

after a laboratory disaster such as fire, flood, or spillage,

any other paperwork required for the safe and legal

including restoration and repair services to return your

transportation of your chemicals or hazardous substances.

laboratory to a high standard.

Chemical Storage - We have a wide range of on and

HazBox Service - Our small mixed hazardous collection

off-site permanent and temporary storage solutions to hire

service is for wastes such as aerosols, adhesives,

or purchase for your chemical storage requirements.

batteries, paint, oils, inks, resins, WEEE. Our compact

Waste Transfer, Treatment, Recycling & Disposal Sustainability is at the heart of Tradebe’s operations. We

HazBox offers a simple, cost effective, sustainable and
legally compliant solution for a multitude of waste types.

provide the most environmentally sound and economic

Radiation Monitors - We provide an efficient and

solution when treating your waste. Waste is inspected,

professional service for the repair, testing, and calibration

sorted and segregated at one of our nationwide transfer

of gamma dose rate and alpha/beta contamination

stations, prior to recycling, treatment and/or final disposal.

monitors. Radiation monitoring equipment is also

Our in-house facilities include chemical recycling, fuel

available for purchase or hire.

blending, neutralisation and high temperature incineration.
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